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Introduction

In this report, we describe the creation of a new face image data set, an effort
undertaken as part of the MASKS (Maintaining Anonymity by Sequestering Key Statistics) Project. This set of high-quality, carefully controlled
images were taken from April until December 2006 at the GRASP (General
Robotics, Automation, Sensing and Perception) Laboratory.
In creating this data set, our goal was to aid the task of gaining a thorough and human-understandable statistical understanding of how human
faces vary in appearance. To that end, we wanted a set of images that
could be used to reconstruct precise geometric measurements of facial features, with enough participants that we could plausibly expect to have wellpopulated distribution on at least a significantly large subset of our measurements. While there are other databases of facial images available for
research purposes, all of them were inadequate for our needs. Many of these
image sets are either low-resolution or have a small number of participants,
or both. Most importantly for our needs, no image set that we are aware
∗
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of has controlled gaze angle, distance from the cameras, and magnification
to the extent that we felt was necessary in order to reliably measure geometric features, including the absolute size of each feature (as opposed to
size ratios). Ideally, we wanted a set of images where the same pose and
distance was used across all session and all subjects, thereby allowing direct comparison of geometric features, with minimal geometric correction
required during analysis. We therefore decided to invest in the creation of
an image set tailored to our needs. Since this endeavor was rather costly, we
decided on specifications that would exceed our current research needs by
a good margin. Should our initial analysis prove promising, we could reuse
this data set at successively deeper levels of detail, hopefully giving us significant longevity of utility in return for the substantial initial investment.
We also believe that this data set, even in its raw form, could be of great
value for other researchers across a myriad of disciplines.
In the next section, we provide a detailed description of the equipment
and software used in creating the image database. Next, we describe precisely how the capture procedure was conducted. We continue with samples
from the resulting image set, as well as a description of any significant problems we encountered and how we handled them. We conclude with a brief
snapshot of the next stages for the MASKS Project, now in progress.

2

Equipment and Software

2.1

Still Cameras

The primary imaging for the project was done with three identical Canon
EOS 20D Digital SLR cameras, which have 8.2 megapixel CMOS sensors,
22.5 × 15.0mm in size, with a maximum resolution of 3504 × 2336. Each
camera was equipped with Canon EF 35mm f/2 lens copies1 , each fitted with
Canon UV Haze Filter2 . For reasons that will be explained fully in section
4, more than three copies of this Canon 35mm were used to complete the
data capture process. The cameras were powered using Canon AC adaptor
kits rather than relying on battery power, and each had a 1GB compact
flash card installed.
The three still cameras were intended to photograph each subject simultaneously from 3 different perspectives. We also wanted those perspectives,
1

The 35mm focal length was chosen to get a so-called “normal” field of view with this
camera, i.e. approximately the field of view afforded by a human eye at the same position.
2
These filters are clear under indoor lighting conditions; they serve only to protect the
lenses and keep them clean.
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Figure 1: Detailed camera positioning within the capture rig. Rectangles
indicate the position of still cameras; ovals symbolize video cameras.

at least for one set of images, to be the same across all participating subjects,
and the same across all sessions for those subjects that participated more
than once. The cameras, therefore, needed to be securely mounted in order
to keep their positions fixed during the nearly 8-month data capture process,
and the invariance of the positioning needed to be regularly checked, and
corrected if necessary.
It was decided to place the cameras along a straight line an equal distance
apart, in the arrangement indicated in figures 1 and 2. The distance between
the cameras was chosen to be as far apart as possible while fitting inside
the scaffolding cube that houses the experiment, while still allowing room to
accommodate additional instrumentation that we will describe later in this
section. We chose a distance between the center camera, camera1, and
the intended position of the subject, indicated by the label “imaging plane”
in figure 1, of approximately 118cm. This distance was chosen arbitrarily
within the constraints of obtaining a reliable good-quality autofocus and
accommodating the subject and the rest of the equipment. The position
of the imaging plane was very carefully marked on the floor using gaffer’s
3
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Figure 2: Capture rig: camera position schematic. Rectangles indicate the
position of still cameras; ovals symbolize video cameras.

tape, using a length of wire with the ends equidistant from the camera
mount point to aid in correct positioning. A point on the imaging plane
was selected where we intended to center our subjects, labeled as “subject
target position” in figure 1. The sight line of the center of camera1’s
viewfinder was aligned to be perpendicular to the imaging plane, centered on
the subject target position. Alignment was accomplished by sighting along a
straight edge through the camera’s viewfinder. A small alignment target was
placed along a vertical3 line that intersects the subject target position, and
the other cameras were turned inward so that their line-of-sight intersected
at the same target point, with the alignment determined using the same
sighting-along-a-straight-edge technique. Once aligned, they were clamped
tightly into place using mounting plates that were custom machined for
the 20D camera body chassis. Employing straight-edges, levels, and plumb
lines, the sight lines of all of the still cameras were marked on the floor
using gaffer’s tape. These physical visualizations of the sight lines assisted
in arranging the remaining cameras and other equipment, as well as the
3

Vertical alignment throughout was determined using plumb lines.
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Figure 3: The capture rig viewed from above and behind the subject. Note
the tape markers on the floor, giving us an aid for visualizing the camera
alignment.

subjects once we began recruiting them. A three dimensional schematic of
the final camera arrangement is shown in 2, and several photographic views
of the still cameras are shown in figures 3 through 54 . The invariance of
this aligned camera arrangement was verified at the beginning of each day
subjects would be imaged, and no significant alignment problems were ever
detected - this procedure will be described further in subsection 2.5.
It is important to note that the particular camera arrangement we ended
up choosing is not of critical importance to meeting the primary goal of this
endeavor: creating a set of high-quality images where precise geometric measurements are possible. However, in order to insure a consistent basis for
measurement throughout the data set, it was vital that the camera arrangement did not change over the course of the experiment, hence the need to
carefully verify the alignment at least once per photo session day.
4

In photographs throughout this report, small cameras mounted on triangular plates
are also visible. These cameras are used in an unrelated experiment that shares the same
physical space with MASKS.
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Figure 4: The capture rig viewed near the perspective of the subject.

The most important camera settings are summarized in table 1. Very
detailed information about the exact camera settings are recorded in the
EXIF [2, 3] tags that are stored in every image. More detailed information
on the meaning of these settings can be found in the manual for the EOS
20D, available on the Canon web site5 . In order to make simultaneous
shooting across the three cameras a possibility, one prerequisite was that
the exposure time needed to be the same on all three cameras, and the
only way to insure this was to choose a fixed exposure time. We therefore
set the cameras in shutter-priority mode, which automatically adjusts the
diaphragm aperture to obtain a good exposure given your selected shutter
speed. The shutter speed was fixed at 1/15 seconds, which was the shortest
speed that achieved usable exposures for various test subjects under our
laboratory lighting conditions. Subsection 2.3 will have more to say on how
this synchronization was achieved.
In order to obtain maximum image quality, we shot our images in raw
mode, also recording a highest-quality JPEG image for preview purposes.
5

http://www.usa.canon.com/ - a direct link to the product manuals does not appear
to be possible.
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Figure 5: The capture rig viewed from outside, from the operator’s perspective.

The resulting raw and JPEG image files each require approximately 7 and
2.5 megabytes of disk storage space, respectively. We also set the cameras to
take a sequence of images as fast as possible, that is continuous drive mode.
It was possible to take up to 6 images in continuous drive mode before these
large, raw images had filled the cameras internal buffer space. Taking a
succession of images as fast as possible maximized the chance of catching
at least one image in acceptable alignment and without serious flaws, such
motion blur due to eye blinks or other involuntary motion.
We chose an ISO speed of 200 to minimize noise under our lighting
conditions; the lighting was not bright enough to use ISO 100. We initially
left the exposure compensation setting at the default zero, letting the camera
decide on the best exposure level. We decided that it was worthwhile to
change this setting part way through the project, despite the resulting loss
of consistency in exposure over the data set. We will have much more to
say about this decision in the remainder of this report.

7

Figure 6: The video (left) and still (right) cameras used by this project, as
installed in the camera rig.

2.2

Video Cameras

In addition to the still cameras, our capture system also employs three CCD
video cameras. Each of these cameras is a Sony DFW-SX900 fitted with a
Cosmicar 8.5mm 1:1.5 television lens. These cameras are monitored from
the capture workstation in order to aid the precise positioning of subjects
within the camera rig. The positions of the three video cameras, labeled
vfind, prof and top can be seen in figures 1 and 2. Sample frames from
each of these cameras are shown in figure 7.
The camera vfind, which is used to visualize approximately what camera1 is seeing, is visible mounted below camera1 in each of the photographs in the previous subsection. This camera is tilted upward slightly
so that the center of its line-of-sight intersects the line-of-sight of camera1
at the imaging plane. This was done purely to replicate the view through
the camera1 viewfinder as closely as possible given the constraints of how
close together the cameras could be mounted, differences in resolution, et
cetera. The location of this camera, as well as the limitations of its improvised mounting system, made it especially prone to getting accidentally
knocked out of alignment. This camera was not, however, critical to the
placement of subjects, so it was realigned whenever it deviated significantly
from the camera1 field of view. The alignment was done by pointing the
camera at the same target used to align the still cameras, with the aid of one8

Parameter
Exposure Program
Exposure Time
ISO
Image Recording Quality
JPEG Quality
JPEG Size
Exposure Compensation
White Balance
Drive Mode
Focus Mode
Color Space
Flash

Value
Shutter-priority AE
1/15 seconds
200
Raw + JPEG
Fine
Large (full 3504 × 2336 resolution)
variable
Automatic
Continuous
One-shot AF
sRGB
Off

Table 1: Important Still Camera Settings

Figure 7: Frames from each of the video cameras (top, vfind and prof)
taken from a typical alignment check.

pixel-wide cross-hairs overlayed onto each video frame by the video camera
control software (more on the software in subsection 2.5). This camera was
operated at its maximum 1280 × 960 resolution and close to the maximum
7.5 frames per second rate that these cameras are capable of when internally
triggered.
The profile camera, prof, was aligned with the imaging plane using a
plumb line that was also aligned with the plane, as defined by the tape line on
the floor. A 1 pixel line was overlayed in red on all frames from this camera,
as shown in figure 7, and this line of pixels was kept aligned with the plumb
line throughout the experiment. This arrangement is also depicted from just
behind the plumb line in figure 8. It is also this line of pixels that determined

9

Figure 8: A view of the prof camera taken along the imaging plane from
behind its alignment plumb line. A red box has been drawn around the
camera for emphasis.

the correct distance between the faces of the subjects and the still cameras
during each image capture session. We determined that that this apparatus
could detect any accidental linear movement of the camera perpendicular
to the imaging plane exceeding 1.5mm, or rotational movement out of the
◦
imaging plane exceeding 3.2 × 10−2 . As we shall explain in sections 3 and
4.2, this alignment precision is far more than is actually needed for consistent
subject placement within our experimental tolerances.
The output of the top camera also employed a column of pixels marked
with a red overlay. This line was aligned with the the camera1 sight line
as marked with gaffer tape on the floor, which in turn is aligned with the
center of the camera1 viewfinder, as described in the previous subsection.
Another plumb line is hung down the center of the alignment target down
to the camera1 sight line. This insures that the plane defined by the
parallel overlay and tape lines is vertical, thus anything positioned at the
red overlay line must also be positioned directly above the camera1 sight
line. This arrangement is shown in the leftmost image in figure 7 (the
plumb will be difficult to see in a printed copy of this report, but should be
visible in the electronic original). The camera is mounted so that it points
toward the subject target position, approximately 15◦ from the vertical.
10

This inclination allowed us to better see some of the facial features from
above while the subject is looking directly into camera1. Using the red
overlay aligned in this way combined with the position of the subject’s visible
facial features, we could measure the subject’s gaze direction.
The prof and top cameras were both operated at a resolution of 960 ×
720 at a rate of about 6 frames per second, which was the maximum frame
rate achievable while using the external trigger while maintaining an acceptable exposure. Use of the external trigger feature was necessary to keep the
prof and top cameras synchronized, a necessity that we will explain further
in the remainder of this section. Running the cameras at less than maximum
resolution was necessary because they shared a IEEE 1394 (Firewire) bus,
which lacks the bandwidth necessary to accommodate both cameras simultaneously with a full-sized frame. No information useful to our experimental
needs, however, was discarded by capturing only part of each frame.
The settings of the cameras we have not mentioned already (gamma,
gain, white balance, etc.) were simply adjusted to let us see the subject and
our test equipment as clearly as possible. These settings were then fixed
over the course of the experiment, but the exact value of each parameter
was not of particular importance.

2.3

Camera Control Hardware

In order to insure that the positioning of the subject and lighting conditions
were absolutely identical from the three different viewpoints afforded by our
three still cameras, it was necessary to find a way to trigger the shutter
release from all three cameras simultaneously. In order to accomplish this,
we purchased a remote trigger switch accessory for each camera and modified
them to be controlled from a single switch mounted on the custom control
box depicted in figure 9. The remote trigger devices, as supplied by Canon,
mimic the behavior of the camera’s built in shutter release switch exactly:
pressing the switch halfway causes the camera to autofocus, and holding the
half-press locks focus assuming autofocus succeeds; pressing it the rest of
the way causes the shutter to release6 . We separated these two functions in
our control box, using a simple multi-pole toggle switch to control the focus
lock, and controlling the shutter release circuit with a separate push-button
switch. Since the cameras could take differing amounts of time to achieve
focus lock, this design allowed us to simply flip the toggle and wait for each
camera to achieve focus. We could then keep all of the cameras focus-locked
6

There are various alternative settings on the cameras that alter the function of the
full and half button presses, but we elected to stick with the default settings.
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Figure 9: The camera control box.

while we conducted other checks, such as inspecting metering information
on each camera or checking subject alignment, while not being forced to
awkwardly keep one hand on a control switch. Finally, when we were ready,
we could press the separate shutter release button to take the pictures.
The design of the shutter release circuit needed to be substantially more
complicated than the simple switch used to control the focus lock function.
A functional diagram of this part of the control box is shown in figure 10.
Designing the necessary electronics presented several challenges:
1. The control interface uses a proprietary connector, and it is not publicly documented by Canon. We therefore needed to purchase 3 of the
remote trigger units and cannibalize them, and reverse engineer how
they worked. Fortunately, the latter task was trivial since it turns out
that the trigger boxes are just a simple pair of switches rigged to close
sequentially depending on how hard the external plunger was pressed.
There are no active components at all inside these devices!
2. Unfortunately, the simplicity of these trigger devices meant that the
control interface connector was exposing internal camera power across
12
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Figure 10: A functional diagram of the still camera shutter release control
circuit.

its terminals, a fact easily confirmed with a volt meter. In order to
prevent unintended electrical interactions, and perhaps damage to the
cameras, each shutter release control interface would need to be electrically isolated. This accounts for the separate units marked “shutter
release” in the functional diagram. We used optoisolators to achieve
this function in the final device.
3. In all electronically-controlled cameras, the shutter is not opened instantaneously when the shutter release button is pressed. There is
a delay between depressing the switch and the time that the shutter
is actually opened. This delay is called the shutter lag time. With
digital cameras, this delay can be long enough to be immediately obvious. Even with higher-end camera bodies, it is long enough to be
measurable without specialized timing equipment. In order for simultaneous shooting to be possible, we need to be able to predict when
the shutter will open, so this shutter lag time has to be a constant.
Early testing of the EOS 20D indicated that it did indeed appear to be
a constant (to within ±1ms) while in shutter-priority mode7 . Surprisingly, however, this constant was different (by a few milliseconds) for
7
This test was accomplished by taking pictures of a millisecond-precision stopwatch.
We watched through the viewfinder until the clock was rolling over to a new second and
depressed the shutter, and read the millisecond part of the display in the resulting image
to obtain the lag time. This test was repeated at least 10 times for each camera.
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each camera body. Each camera, therefore, needed a separate control
pipeline, each with an adjustable delay unit that could be tuned to
account for these differences in shutter lag.
4. The remaining component in the functional diagram, marked “burst
unit” simulates holding the shutter release switch for the approximately 2 seconds required to take 6 raw images, filling the cameras
buffer8 . This removes any inconsistency in how long the cameras
are told to keep taking pictures. The switch and multiplexor allow
switching between this “burst” mode and “manual” mode. In the latter mode, the shutter switch on the control box behaves just like the
camera’s own shutter switches, modulo the action of the delay units.
The control box also features an auto-shooting mode that simulates
pressing the shutter button, waiting for the camera buffers to drain, and
repeating the process as long as the switch is turned on. The timing of this
circuit element was calibrated for burst mode, but it also will work in manual
mode. This mode was used for convenience during the calibration process,
and was not used in data production. The remaining switch controls activation of the synchronization circuit that drives the top and prof video
cameras, mentioned previously. This circuit generates a 2ms period square
wave, with a voltage ranging from 0 to 5V, which is the fastest driving signal
that the external trigger interface specifications allows.
In addition to all of the necessary control lines leading to all of the
cameras, the box also has a serial line connected to one of the computers
used for the capture process. A signal is sent to a daemon monitoring
this serial line whenever the still cameras are actively taking pictures. The
daemon logs the exact start and stop times of this signal, and uses that
information to automatically save all of the video frames that correspond to
the still camera capture times.

2.4

Lighting and Other Instrumentation

The scene was lit partially by direct fluorescent lighting elements that make
up the primary lighting for the entire main GRASP laboratory space, augmented by several, much brighter, fluorescent stage lighting units. Much of
8
If the operator continues to hold down the shutter switch even after the buffer is full,
the camera will still continue to take pictures as fast it can, but the frame rate becomes
quite slow and, more importantly, the timing of exposures becomes unpredictable due
to variability in how long it takes to flush the image data to the compact flash drive.
Synchronizing the cameras while the buffers are full is therefore no longer possible.
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the light from the stage units is reflected into the environment using flash
umbrellas. Stray light sources from external windows and other experiments
were controlled as much as possible by draping the rig in heavy black canvas.
Only continuous lighting sources were used during capture - no flashes were
used. Using flashes would have made it difficult, if not impossible, to get
usable exposures on the video cameras. This is because we needed to be able
to view the subject on the video cameras under ambient lighting while we
were getting them in position. If we added more lighting via flashes while
shooting, the video images would end up badly overexposed. Adding flashes
would also add another timing-sensitive element to an already complex system with regard to time synchronization issues.
We initially left the stage lighting as configured for the other experiment
that is colocated with our own in order to avoid conflicts. After observing a
very noticeable variation in autofocus accuracy in the initial group of subject photos, we decided that making some lighting changes would indeed be
necessary in order to optimize the performance of our cameras for our experiment. We therefore reduced or, where possible, eliminated back-lighting
of the subject, and added more direct lighting. This allowed us to obtain
good exposures with smaller average aperture diameters, which in turn gave
us more depth of field to work with. Depth of field refers to the distances in
front of and behind the actual focal point of an optical system that nonetheless appears to be in sharp focus. Since, in practice, the autofocus system
cannot always locate the subject’s position perfectly, a greater depth of field
gives the autofocus system a larger range of “acceptable” focus points. A
smaller aperture yields a greater depth of field, however since our exposure
time is necessarily fixed, we are limited on how small the aperture can be
and still obtain a usable exposure.
We had also noticed that the 20D’s auto-exposure tended to overexpose
slightly, clipping the highlights in our images. The new, brighter lighting
made this problem much worse, so we decided to adjust each cameras exposure compensation setting to stop the aperture down even further, again
improving depth of field, but also making better use of the dynamic range
of the imaging sensor. The exposure compensation settings were chosen to
match the exposure recommended by a professional-grade light meter, and
the resulting improvement in exposure quality was verified by comparing
the histograms of test images taken under various lighting conditions. We
will have more to say about the results of these changes in section 4.
In addition to the many tape markers and plumb lines used to maintain
camera alignment, there are two more important pieces of instrumentation
visible in figure 11 and in many of the sample photographs throughout the
15

Figure 11: Frames taken from each still camera during a typical autofocus
check.

rest of this report. The first of these is the large digital clock/timer. This
device has similar functions to an inexpensive digital watch, with the obvious exception of having 4-inch-high display elements, with each element
composed of an array of discrete LEDs. This device is not used to show
the current time, but rather it is set to its 1/100 second precision stopwatch mode, which is started and left running whenever we are capturing
images. Since the timing of the images between the video cameras and the
still cameras cannot be synchronized using the hardware methods we used
for cameras of the same kind, we are using the time displayed on this clock
to identify correlated video sequences with still camera images, thus allowing us to guarantee that we know how where each subject is sitting and how
they are posed at the time each still image is taken. As mentioned in the
previous subsection, the still camera imaging time was also recorded by use
of the serial line out of the camera control box. The video frames are also
timestamped, and we found that so long as the computers involved had synchronized clocks9 , the differences between the timestamps were accurate to
within about 50ms, based upon what we could infer from examining images
of the running clock device. This timestamp accuracy is close enough for
most of our experimental needs. The clock, however, is present and running
throughout all of the subject sessions, so we always have the superior precision available to us in case we discover inconsistencies in the automatically
extracted timing information, or otherwise need finer timing data.
Given how are cameras are arranged, it is geometrically impossible for
the clock to appear in all of the cameras simultaneously. We rely on the
synchronization of the cameras to insure the correct sequencing of frames
across all six cameras. The synchronization of the still cameras was checked
9

Synchronization was done via NTP, the Network Time Protocol. The correct functioning of this time synchronization was checked at least once per subject session day.
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Figure 12: Frames taken from each still camera during a typical time synchronization check.

at least once per subject session day simply by taking pictures of the clock
and examining the configuration of the LEDs in the corresponding images;
a sample of such a test sequence is shown in figure 12. The synchronization of the video cameras was also checked in this way, but not nearly so
often as positioning the clock so that the prof and top cameras can see
it was a fairly tricky and precarious operation, and prior experience in the
laboratory synchronizing larger numbers of these cameras indicated that
the mechanism was reliable. We did, however, check the correspondence of
the video camera synchronization and the stored frame timestamps. That
is, we checked that the synchronized cameras had reasonably synchronized
timestamps on the newest available video frames. We started by checking
the timestamp consistency only once per day, but noticed that, in practice,
the timestamps could drift well out of correspondence10 , so we started to
check and correct this at least once per subject session. Note that this isn’t
a problem with the synchronization of the video cameras, but just with the
accuracy of relative timestamps.
Due to a conflict between technical limitations of the synchronization
mechanism offered by the video cameras and other constraints of our experimental setup, it was also not possible to synchronize the camera vfind
with the other video cameras. This, however, was not a serious problem
since vfind is positioned so that it can always see the clock, and so we can
always recover time correspondence information manually should we need
it.
The second piece of instrumentation that can be seen near the left edge
10
The video cameras lack an internal clock, so they cannot internally time stamp video
frames. The time stamp that we store for each file is generated on the computer receiving
the frames, so anything that might delay that computer from receiving a given frame
diminishes the accuracy of the timestamp.
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of the photographs in figures 11 and 12, and in many of the other images
throughout this report. This consists of a checkerboard pattern of black and
white squares, each with sides 1 cm long. This card hangs in the imaging
plane (or very close to it), the same plane that we intend each subject’s
facial plane to be aligned with. This can be used as a convenient scale
reference when trying to judge the absolute size of facial features when
analyzing photographs, or to verify any scale information we compute using
geometrical optics. The precise position of this card within the facial plane
was not particularly important, and indeed it was moved significantly toward
the edge of the imaging area over the course of the experiment once we had
decided it would be desirable to get a better view of the right side of each
subject’s head. A color reference card was also added to this scale reference
card part way through the experiment in order to aid the accuracy of color
correction during post-processing of the images, and the squares themselves
can also be used for this purpose.

2.5

Software

A substantial suite of specialized software was required to glue the capture
system together and manage the resulting very large data set. In this subsection, we give an overview of the major software components and their
function. This subsection is not, however, intended as a repository of comprehensive manuals for this software - most programs have built-in help features and/or substantial commenting of the source code that better serves
that function, whether for future operators or modifiers of the capture system.
2.5.1

Still Camera Interface

The still cameras were all connected via a USB2 bus to a workstation running Linux kernel version 2.6.8 on top of a computer equipped with an x86
processor. The USB2 bus was used primarily to download images from the
camera’s flash memory cards and to otherwise manage the flash memory
storage. The software used to talk to the cameras over USB, using a proprietary Canon protocol, was a modified version of the gphoto2 command
line program and the underlying library libgphoto2, both developed as part
of the open source gphoto project[4]. Specifically, our production version is
based on version 2.1.6 of both the library and command line utility. The
changes from the distributed version include some minor bug fixes (most of
which have since appeared in later versions of the gphoto2 distribution) and
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some very large performance improvements tailored to our specific model of
camera in our particular application.
We also wrote a front-end to gphoto2 called stillcam that provides a
command-line user interface better suited for MASKS project use, making
interaction with the cameras less error-prone and less unwieldy than calling
gphoto2 directly would be. In particular, it does some sanity checking to
be sure that the cameras are in the expected state before and after a burst
of pictures is taken of a subject, and, importantly, it is designed to prevent
accidental loss of images by insuring that we already have copies of everything on the cameras before deleting anything. It also interfaces with our
subject management system so that the correct subject ID and the shoot
time is encoded in every file name, and that new files are stored in the correct subject directory in our data repository, with the expected ownership
and permission settings.
2.5.2

Video Camera Interface

Figure 13: A view of the capture station monitor during a calibration check.
The coriander display windows for each of the video cameras can be seen,
along with the capture control shell.
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The video cameras were connected via IEEE 1394 (Firewire) buses to two
rack-mounted x86-based computers, each running the Linux kernel, version
2.6.1011 . The software interface to the cameras is a highly modified version
of Coriander [1], an open source project dedicated to controlling cameras of
the type we were using. The typical user interface shown during a capture
session can be seen in figure 13, but most of the real work is happening
behind the scenes. In particular, it handles receiving each video frame sent
by the cameras, inserting the red alignment lines shown in figure 7 and all
other video camera frames in this report, displaying them, and writing them
to disk storage for later use. It also provides a graphical user interface for
controlling the many features and options that these cameras have available.
Our production version is based on distributed version 1.0.1, but extensive modifications were necessary for MASKS project use. A summary of
the necessary changes follows:
• The first major problem was that we needed to view the output of all
three video cameras simultaneously, in near real-time. Although coriander does support configuring and controlling more than one video
camera connected to the same machine with a single instance of the
program, frames from only one of those cameras can be displayed at
any given time. We explored solutions to this shortcoming involving
displaying frames after they are written to disk, or using the provided
v4l (Video for Linux) interface, but each of these proved to be too slow
or too unreliable or both. We settled on simply attempting to run a
separate instance of the program for each camera, but coriander is not
designed to allow this either, at least when run on the same machine
by the same user. Some small changes were necessary to the program
itself and to the runtime environment of each instance in order to keep
one instance from interfering with the operation of another. We also
modified the GUI to have informative window labels in order to help
distinguish which element belongs to which instance. For the case
when more than one camera is was present on the same computer,
code was added to correctly select the correct camera for the given
instance and ignore the others.
• The distributed version of coriander supports saving video frames directly to a filesystem for later use, which was obviously necessary in
order to document the positioning of each subject. If left running con11

This version of the kernel was the first to properly support IEEE 1394 uncompressed
IIDC-compliant video streams.
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tinuously, however, the frame-saving pipeline module will keep capturing frames until the target filesystem is full, or until either or both of
the save module or the cameras themselves are turned off. Disabling
the cameras also obviously disables the visual display, and turning the
save module on and off repeatedly results in the save module losing the
highest priority in the imaging pipeline, greatly reducing its available
frame rate12 . We therefore added support for a circular buffer to the
saving module: a disk space budget, in megabytes, can be specified
in the GUI, and the oldest frames on the filesystem are automatically
deleted to make room for new frames while staying within the budgeted space constraint.
• Coriander came with support skeletal support for graphical overlays
for the displayed video, but not exactly what we needed for our alignment markers. We added the types of overlay patterns we wanted and
some new UI elements for adjusting their positioning. We also added
support for inserting the overlays in the saved frames as well as the
displayed ones, which was not previously possible.
• We found it necessary to mount some of our cameras upside-down,
so we added support for automatically rotating the frames to the expected orientation.
• We added or repaired selected keyboard and mouse bindings, and removed others, in order to aid efficient and correct operation of the
program during a capture session.

2.6

Capture Shell and Monitor Daemon

A specialized shell, capshell, was written in order to make the expected
order of operations during a capture session available as simple, mostly
argument-free, commands. For efficient operation, each command name
starts with a unique letter, and the commands can be abbreviated to this
single letter. In addition, the shell incorporates a state machine that encodes
the normal sequence of commands, and displays the expected next command
in brackets. If the operator wants to execute the default command, they need
12
We could have also solved this problem by redesigning the image pipeline so that the
save module is always given the highest possible priority, and we went as far as adding
support for turning the save module on and off via remote control, but we ultimately
decided that solving this problem would have been a tremendously larger undertaking
than the solution we ultimately chose.
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init

download

empty

clean

cameras
empty?
restart

finish

Figure 14: A state machine illustrating the basic capture loop.

only press the return key. The core of this capture command loop is shown
in figure 14; the meaning of the states in this diagram break down roughly
as follows:
init
Calls newsubj to set up for a capture session, creating
new directories and setting permissions as necessary. Defaults to selecting a new subject ID number, allows reopening an existing subject ID if a valid existing subject
number is specified.
download Calls stillcam to download new images from the still
cameras, if any. If the cameras are all empty, it guesses
we are done with a session, and moves to the finish
state.
empty
Calls stillcam to delete the contents of the cameras,
checking to be sure we have everything we want safely
stored.
clean
Calls stillcam to clean up temporary files created during
the download process, checking to be sure we’re finished
with them.
finish
Calls donesubj to close out the current subject, correcting permissions and ownership of data as necessary and
generating and storing SHA1 signatures for all new files.
Cleans up in preparation for next subject.
There are also some error states, omitted from figure 14 for clarity, that
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represent some intelligent handling of some kinds of malfunctions that might
be encountered during the capture process, detected through sanity checks
incorporated into the operation of the shell.
As mentioned previously, a daemon running on a third rack-mount computer system listens for shutter trigger events from the camera control box
via its serial line. When the daemon wakes up, it notes the start and stop
times that the control box was active. If the system is currently photographing a subject, it notifies another program to copy all of the video frames that
correspond to these times to that subject’s data directory13 .
2.6.1

Testing Suite

At least once per subject session day, before the first subject arrives, having
turned all of our cameras and lights on, we carefully re-checked the alignment
of each video camera using techniques similar to those used to align them
the first time, as described above in subsections 2.1 and 2.2. We also take
some test pictures with both the alignment target and a mannequin for
later consideration with regard to autofocus, time synchronization, and still
camera settings; samples of these are shown in figures 7, 11, and 12.
Once we have recorded our sample pictures, we run the test suite frontend dailycheck. This program defaults to completing all of the following
tests:
1. Checks to insure all computers involved in the capture system have
their clocks correctly synchronized. Synchronizes the internal clocks
of the still cameras to that of the capture computer and double-checks
the result.
2. Checks to be sure that the monitor daemon that listens to the control
box is running.
3. Checks that the video cameras have the expected settings. This test
uses some lightly modified modules from coriander with a new front
end to dump out the internal state of each camera.
4. Checks that coriander settings, other than cameras-internal states already verified in the previous step, are as expected (these are things
13
If the system does not indicate the presence of an active subject, we assume we are
shooting for test purposes, and do not save video frames by default. If we really want to
save test frames for some reason, the special subject ID number 0000 is reserved for this
purpose.
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like the overlay controls, display settings, the frame save directory,
etc.).
5. Checks that the timestamps for captured frames from video cameras
top and prof are consistent, as of the run-time of the test.
6. Checks that the still camera settings are as expected. This is done
by downloading the test images that we took for this purpose and
examining the EXIF tags in each image. These tags record almost
every setting on the camera at the time the image is taken, including
the subset of settings that were important to keep fixed for the duration
of our experiment. Once done scanning the EXIF tags, the images
are displayed so that we can examine them for autofocus accuracy, a
redundant check of alignment, and a check on the time synchronization
of corresponding still camera images.
There is also a program testrun that simply pulls all of the images from
the cameras, brings them up in a viewer, and empties them in the background, bypassing all of the usual data-loss safety checks to make this process as quick as possible. This is obviously only done when we are only
capturing test images that we are very certain we do not want kept.
2.6.2

Data Management

We conclude this section with a description of the tools most likely to be of
interest to users of the data set, as opposed to those used during active data
capture operations.
First, we have a suite of image viewer14 and management programs. The
simplest of these, localview, simply displays the specified images by calling
the qiv image viewer, selecting flags appropriate for our images. The other
programs, sinspect and vinspect 15 are used to view still camera and video
camera images that are already stored in the MASKS repository. These
programs know how to interpret timestamps recorded in each file name and
14

All image viewing is done with the open source image viewer qiv [7]. This viewer was
chosen primarily simply because it lives up to the quick part of its “Quick Image Viewer”
acronym. It loaded the very large images produced by the MASKS project noticeably
faster than any other viewers we tried. Also, conveniently for viewing our video frames,
it has the ability to play sequences of images as a slide show in the order we want to see
them, and offers complete control of the program from the keyboard.
15
These are technically the same program, one that changes its behavior appropriately
depending on the name used to call it. This was done for ease of maintaining them since
the vast majority of the underlying code is the same.
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other sources of metadata, and they intelligently group together images that
were taken at the same time. We call these image groups “bursts”. If called
without arguments, these programs default to showing the most recent burst
for the currently active subject. If there is no active subject, a subject ID
must be specified with the --subject flag. The --list flag prints out the
available bursts for the chosen subject. Both programs default to viewer
mode, showing a sample of the specified burst at a zoom level that fills the
current screen; the --detail switch can show each image at full resolution.
Each program can also print out the list of files that make up the chosen
burst instead of displaying them. The semantics of this operation, along
with the several other available command line options, are explained in the
command usage information, available via the --help flag.
Considering the considerable effort that went into creating it, we have,
of course, taken steps to minimize the risk of loss of this data by keeping it
redundantly backed up. The primary repository is stored on a RAID storage array, configured to tolerate the loss of several of its component drives
before any data loss occurs. A mirror of the entire data set is automatically maintained on a separate file server, located in a separate lab in a
different building within the complex that houses the University of Pennsylvania’s engineering school. Additionally, a complete backup of the data
set was maintained as the MASKS database grew, maintained by a backup
tool designed for the project, maskback. This program employed a custom
database that kept track of which files had been assigned to a DVD, and
which needed to still be backed up, recording the SHA1 sums of all files
and other metadata. Although maskback was designed to keep related files
together whenever possible, since, at this writing, this backup set is comprised of more than 60 DVDs, finding a particular file could be an exercise
in tedium. Fortunately, the backup database can be queried to identify the
medium that file of interest is stored on.
Since these backups were maintained while the database was still growing, in order to keep the final DVD count as small as possible, the system
is designed to monitor whether enough data has been collected to fill an entire DVD, and notify the backup operator whenever a new DVD was ready
for burning. There are also several other automated tasks that make sure
the database is kept up to date, that related database entries are always
consistent, et cetera.
At the time of this writing, primary data capture for the MASKS project
was complete, so a second complete set of backup DVDs were created. There
are also plans to create at least one more of these full backup sets for off-site
storage.
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Since we intend to eventually offer this database as a resource to the
research community, the architecture underlying the maskback tool was designed with future distribution needs in mind. For instance, since the total
size of the database is quite large even by current standards, the backup
system is easy to modify to allow creating more manageable subsets of the
complete data set, or for distribution on higher-capacity media than writable
DVDs. In particular, the next stage of the MASKS project will involve detailed annotation of the facial features in a particular subset of the frontal
images, and we believe that this annotated subset will be of great interest to,
at the very least, facial recognition researchers outside of our own research
group.

3

The Capture Process

This section provides some of the details of how human subjects were employed for the MASKS project. This includes an overview of how subjects
were recruited for the project, and a detailed description of a typical capture
session.

3.1

Regulatory Approval

The protocol governing this experiment, titled “Customized Human Face
Masking for Privacy Enhancement” was submitted to Institutional Review
Board that is responsible for oversight of experiments involving human research subjects conducted at the University of Pennsylvania. This protocol,
number 801699, was originally approved on October 18, 2004, and has been
reviewed and re-approved roughly annually since then, and our activities
must continue to be reviewed as long as we are making active use of the
data.

3.2

Subject Recruitment

Potential subjects self-selected purely by responding to advertisements for
the project. No attempt was made to normalize the population for any
particular demographic target. Potential subjects needed only to be able
to comply with our instructions with regard to pose, which merely meant
being able to understand the instructions and having sufficient muscle control to remain relatively still while pictures are actively being taken. Each
session was to last no longer than 30 minutes, and subjects were compen-
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Total subject count
Subject count completing 4-session time series
Male subjects
Female subjects
Poses per session
Perspectives per pose
Images per camera per pose
Total still images per session
Average session storage requirements
(includes video sequences)
Total subject session count
Total database size

303
51
176
127
3
3
6
54
553 megabytes
479
259 gigabytes

Table 2: Some statistics on the final subjection population
sated for their time with a small fee commensurate with other non-medical
experiments being conducted in the area.
Advertisements were circulated via electronic mailing lists within the
University of Pennsylvania and via other localized electronic distribution
services. Advertisement posters were also posted throughout the University
and around the neighborhood.
We had a recruitment target of 300 subjects, which were able to meet
with a final subject count of 303 individuals, including 3 of the project
researchers. Although no demographic information was explicitly collected,
as one might expect when the majority of the local population consists of
college undergraduates, the apparent age of the participants is heavily biased
toward the early to mid twenties, though there are a significant number of
older participants as well. With regard to the sex distribution in the final
data set, we counted a total of 176 male participants and 127 female. These
counts, and a few other pertinent statistics, are summarized in table 2 for
easy reference.
There is a unexplained result from the face recognition literature where
face recognition performance can drop dramatically if the age of a reference
photo is even a few months old, let alone as much as a year. Our working
theory is that there are real, but subtle changes in appearance, ephemera
that our innate face recognition ability knows to ignore, but that can trip
up current-generation automatic recognition techniques. In order to study
this further, we were also interested in having some subjects participate
in repeated sessions so that we might study whether we can detect any
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measurable changes in appearance that might happen over relatively short
time scales. We therefore recruited a subset of the early subjects to return
for an additional 3 sessions, with a minimum of 30 days between sessions.
The number of participants with that completed all 4 sessions totaled 51 at
this writing16 .

3.3

The Capture Procedure

Upon arriving for a session, the subject is asked to read the informed consent
form, signing once any questions have been answered. A new session is
started via the capture shell, and the subject is led inside the camera rig,
where the locations of the study cameras are pointed out17 . We briefly
review with the subject how the mechanics of the session will run, which we
describe in detail through the remainder of this section.
First, the operator helps the subject sit roughly in the right position, and
then returns to the capture workstation to examine the subject’s position
with regard to the alignment markers. He issues verbal instructions to the
subject, making necessary fine adjustments in order to get as close as possible
to the ideal alignment point.

Figure 15: Frames from each of the video cameras taken from the saved
video sequence of a typical subject session, showing alignment with the red
markers within the tolerances required for the experiment.
A set of sample frames18 taken from a captured video sequence from a
16

There are also 7 participants who completed 2 sessions, and 8 that completed 3. There
is still a possibility of arranging for a few of these subjects to return for another session
while the capture apparatus is still available.
17
There are many other cameras mounted in the rig. These are used by other projects
that share the same space, so it is useful as part of the subject enrollment process to make
it clear exactly which cameras will be taking pictures of them.
18
This sample, and any other sample that is likely to appear in publications stemming
from the MASKS project, depicts one of the members of the MASKS research group. In
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typical session is shown in figure 15, illustrating acceptable alignment. It
is worth going into some detail as to the thinking behind the alignment
process, and what constituted “acceptable” for us. Our goal was to be able
to recover as much geometric information about our subject’s facial features
as if we had the luxury of taking direct measurements using rulers, angle
gauges, and the like. In order to recover such measurements from a still
photograph using the geometry of our optical system, we needed to know
exactly how the subject was posed, and in order to recover absolute (versus
relative) scale information, we needed to know how far they are from our
imaging apparatus. The simplest way we could think of accomplishing this
was to pick a somewhat arbitrary position in front of the cameras, close
enough to fill a good portion of the frame with the face of the subject
while accommodating our other equipment. We would then try to get every
subject’s face as close to that position as possible. This position is marked
“subject target position” in figure 1. We use the red overlay line seen in
the prof camera frames as the defining marker for this distance alignment.
This software line is itself aligned with several marked physical positions in
the camera rig, as described in detail in subsection 2.1.
There is a subtlety to what constitutes correct alignment to this marker:
we are trying to align a straight line to a facial profile, something that is
not at all flat for most people. Most people do, however, have a reasonably
flat prominence of the upper brow, and it is this flat region that we tried
to align with the marker if possible, asking the subject to tilt their head up
or down to achieve the desired position. Where such a flat region was not
apparent, we used an imaginary line between the prominences of the brow
and the chin instead.
In order that the angles defined by facial feature positions be directly
comparable across subject, we also needed the pose of the head to be equivalent across all subjects, so we simply arranged for each subject to look
directly into camera1, the center still camera. More precisely, we chose an
angle for the head where the subject’s apparent gaze direction is perpendicular to the imaging sensor plane. The red line in the top camera frame
allows us to judge gaze direction using cues such as the direction the top of
the nose is pointing, and how close the flat parts for the face are to being
perpendicular to the guide line. The correctness of this alignment is easiest
to see when the subject is positioned so that the guide line bisects their
order to protect the privacy of our research subjects, we agreed not to publish or otherwise
publicly exhibit the likenesses of our subjects without obtaining separate permission to do
so, and any researchers wishing to use the MASKS data must also agree to this restriction
as part of the licensing process.
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head, and the nose lies directly along the guide line, but as shall describe in
more detail in the next section, this right-to-left alignment was not always
achievable, and a gaze line parallel to the red marker is sufficient in any
case. We refer to this first, highly controlled position as pose A.

Figure 16: A schematic of the subjects positioning within the camera rig,
for each of the 3 poses that compose a complete session. We will refer to
these poses, from left to right, as pose A, B and C. The lines depict sight
lines of the still cameras and the grey boxes depict the positions of these
cameras, in direct correspondence to the similar markings in figure 1.

Once alignment appears to be good, the subject is instructed to adopt a
neutral facial expression, and is asked to remain still while a picture burst
is taken. A download of the resulting images is started, and a sample of the
still images are automatically displayed on the capture workstation as soon
as they are available. The operator uses these samples to verify that they
are of sufficient quality, and the complete still and video image sequences are
then available for inspection via the sinspect and vinspect programs, allowing
another check that correct alignment was maintained. If the resulting image
set was judged acceptable, we moved on to poses B and C, illustrated in
figure 1619 . Neither of these poses is nearly as controlled as pose A, but
we used the viewfinders to make the gaze angle as close to perpendicular to
camera2 and camera3 for poses B and C, respectively, as was possible
without additional cameras and instrumentation. Since our aim with these
19

In the first few sessions of the project, in particular those for the first sessions of
subjects 0001 through 0006, the subject was just pivoted, so they remained close to the
same distance from cameras as in pose A. After reviewing the results, we decided to move
the subjects closer in order that no instrumentation obscured any part of the face, and
that we might get a little more detail. We can scale the images using information from
pose A if we decide we want to compare the different perspectives on the same scale.
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poses was simply to get a complete ear-to-ear view of the face, this level of
control was sufficient for us.
In the next section, we present a sample set of subject images, describe
some of the problems encountered in collecting the data set, and offer an
overall assessment of the quality of the data set.

4
4.1

The Unprocessed MASKS Data Set
Samples

Figure 17: A sample from each camera from a complete subject session.
Pictures are taken, from left to right, with camera2, camera1, and camera3; we present them in this order to echo the physical arrangement of the
cameras. The top, middle and bottom rows are examples of poses A, B and
C, respectively.
In this subsection, we simply display some representative samples drawn
from the MASKS database. Figure 17 depicts a sample of each of the still
images, one from each camera, representing all three poses. Recall that each
time the operator activates the shutter release button on the camera control
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box, 6 images are taken as fast as the cameras can take them, until the
cameras fill their internal buffers. Each burst therefore consists of 18 images,
and the 3 bursts, corresponding to the three poses, yield 54 images total. The
remainder of the images are typically substantially similar to these samples,
but also contain involuntary movements like swaying of the upper body or
blinking, which may be of interest to some researchers. These images, as
is the case for all of the still camera images exhibited in this report, are
the JPEG images produced internally in the cameras. Our cameras are also
configured to simultaneously record in Canon Raw (CR2) format. In order
to avoid any artifacts that might be introduced during JPEG compression,
the greater bit depth of the raw format, and other advantages, these raw
images will almost certainly be what will be used in the next stage of the
project. However, there are many parameters involved in interpreting these
raw files, and they are still under consideration as of this writing20 .
Figure 18 is a full-page collage of sample patches, each taken from the
indicated region of the photograph, shown at their actual scale. Because of
the very high resolution of these images, it is not possible to fit the entire
face at full size onto a typical printed page, let alone the entire frame. As
we will explain at length in the next subsection, although not every image
is quite this sharp at full resolution, the vast majority of them are. It is not
at all unusual for individual facial hairs and fine textural details of the skin
to be resolved, and in some cases even smaller features are clearly visible,
such as vasculature of the eye or some of the details of the iris.

4.2

Unexpected Challenges

While the MASKS image capture process mostly ran smoothly, as with any
enterprise on this scale, some problems did occasionally crop up. In this
subsection, we describe some of the more interesting glitches we encountered. This is, of course, especially important to consider with regard to the
possibility of measurement error, which we will highlight as necessary. The
details of our experience may also be useful to other researchers who may
wish to conduct a similar experiment, or else adapt some of our techniques
to unrelated domain.

20

Any differences between the appearance of the camera-generated JPEGs and our
processed CR2 files are likely to be difficult to illustrate in a printed medium, in any case.
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Figure 18: Full-resolution samples taken from pose B on camera1 (center picture in figure 17). This illustrates the extraordinary level of detail
available in a typical MASKS photograph.
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4.2.1

Posing Human Subjects

Once we had decided that we wanted to control distance and angle of the
subject with respect to the cameras, we considered various possibilities for
accomplishing this. One way of doing it would be to build the framing
structure on tracks so that it could be moved precisely to align with a
roughly placed non-moving subject. Some medical imaging equipment, such
as dental x-ray machines, has this capability, and allows for positioning
that could be more directly controlled by the operator. Unfortunately, it
was clear from the early design stages that building the camera rigging in
this way was not possible within our budgetary constraints. Instead, we
decided to fix the cameras in particular positions, and move the subject to
the desired location. We also considered building a restraint device in order
to assist consistent placement of the subject, and to prevent the movement
of the subject once positioned correctly, but this presented problems both
due to additional regulatory hurdles, and the difficulty of designing such a
device such that it did not obscure parts of the face from one or more of the
perspectives we were interested in capturing, as well as the aforementioned
budgetary constraints.
Instead, we opted to try out a very simple approach: place the subject
in close to the correct position, and issue verbal instructions while monitoring live video feeds that included placement guides, cooperatively getting
them fine-adjusted to the desired position. Trying out this scheme with our
first few subjects produced very encouraging results. The early subjects
were easily able to understand adjustment instructions, and make the subtle movements needed to get into position. In every case, we inspected the
captured video sequences for correct alignment, and repeated the pose if
necessary until we achieved acceptable results, spending the majority of our
time on pose A, the most valuable pose for our current research goals.
Unfortunately, over the course of photographing more than 300 subjects,
we were not always able to achieve ideal results within the 30 minutes allocated for each session. The cause of this difficulty was most often caused
by the operator and the subject not sharing a common native language,
and thus having trouble efficiently communicating the movement needed to
correct the subject’s positioning. A very few subjects seemed to understand
the instructions, but lacked fine enough motor control to either make very
small movements of the upper body, or else had trouble maintaining the
correct position long enough to obtain a complete set of images. Problems
of this nature were aggravated by the possibility of a bad focus, an issue
we will go into in detail in the next subsection. In cases where ideal results
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could not be obtained within our time constraints, we simply kept the best
images we had of each pose, believing that keeping even flawed data was
worth at least the cost of its storage.
We think it is likely that the alignment problems in some sessions will
either be within the range of our measurement error, or might be correctable.
In particular, while absolute scale information will be easiest to compare
for subjects the same distance from the camera, we calculated that given
any 1 cm object, for its image size to change by the smallest quantity we
can measure, one pixel, it would need to move toward or away from the
camera lenses by about ±2.8 cm21 , and the vast majority of our subjects
are positioned well within this tolerance. It is possible that the subjects
that lie outside our measurement tolerance can be corrected by measuring
the actual distance from their face to the imaging plane, and scaling their
measurements appropriately. Similarly, there are some subjects whose gaze
direction deviates slightly from perpendicular to the imaging sensor, but we
can and will measure their actual gaze direction from the top video camera
frames, and we should be able to correct small deviations geometrically. The
necessity for any such corrections will depend on comparing the magnitude
of the error with the actual statistical variances in the measurements that
we make on the well-aligned data. We will certainly make all of our error
estimates, and any correction methods we decide to use, available in future
publications.
Another very small subset of the subject pool had, for example, hair
or non-removable jewelry that obscured parts of the face that we ideally
would have liked to capture, or else very prominent use of facial cosmetics
that interfered with the accuracy of metering or autofocus. We elected to
live with problems of this nature rather than, for example, requesting that
subjects come without make-up. In particular, we plan to make the feature
space of our annotation scheme rich enough to handle such cases sensibly.
Finally, we were pleasantly surprised by the ability of the majority of
subjects to sit still well enough for us to easily verify that they remained
in the same position through the duration of a picture burst. In fact, most
remained still enough over the entire video sequence that it is not critical
to identify the video frames closest to each still frame: the whole frame
sequence is simply close enough to identical for our needs. There are a few
cases, however, where some motion blurring occurred, most commonly due
21

This tolerance has also been verified experimentally. The value of the tolerance scales
linearly with the size of the feature, for instance a 5 mm feature would have the same
extent in the image within a range of ±5.6 cm; a 2 cm feature would have a halved
tolerance: ±1.4 cm.
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to an eye blink, but as long as only one or two frames contained such blurring
artifacts, we did not bother to re-shoot the pose.
4.2.2

Autofocus

When reviewing the early results of our data collection effort, and in particular, when viewing the still images at full zoom, we noticed that while
almost all of the images were sharp enough for our current research needs,
some of the images were extraordinarily sharp, showing much more fine detail than we expected. Since having more detail would certainly give this
data set more longevity, we began an investigation into whether there was
something we could do to obtain this very fine autofocus accuracy more
reliably22 .
Since at least one set of our pictures is precisely distance controlled, and
that distance is held constant over the course of the whole experiment, one
obvious strategy is simply to focus the cameras manually. Unfortunately,
this was not possible due to a puzzling fact about our chosen camera bodies.
As explained in subsection 2.3 and earlier, we wanted to be able to take
simultaneous images in the still camera, and a critical prerequisite to making
this happen was a predictable shutter lag time. While the shutter lag time
was indeed a constant for each camera while in one-shot autofocus mode,
our early experimentation indicated that the shutter lag was not fixed when
the cameras were set to manually focus23 .
We therefore experimented with various possibilities for improving autofocus accuracy. A useful starting point for this endeavor might have been
gaining an understanding of how well the autofocus was meant to work in
22

At this point, we made a modification to the capture shell such that sample images
were shown at full size. Why not do this in the first place? It was simply a question of
efficiency. Before this change, we displayed the images large enough to fill the monitor
since viewing at this size was near instantaneous while still showing much of the image
detail, whereas viewing at full zoom required considerably more time to load. Also, with
the monitor we were using on the capture workstation, a full-size image was approximately
6 times the size of the monitor, so it was not possible to see all important parts of the
image at once, forcing the operator to scroll the image, which was also a fairly slow process.
23
We’ve never arrived at a satisfactory explanation for why this might be the case.
Once focus is achieved, whether by manually adjusting the lens, or by half-pressing the
shutter button to achieve autofocus lock, the rest of a picture taking operation should be
the same. Oddly, we found that the cameras were subjectively much less responsive when
set to manually focus versus an autofocus setting when shooting the same subject under
the same lighting conditions. We can only speculate that the camera takes a significantly
different control path when placed in manual focus mode, and perhaps this control path
is not as finely tuned as the autofocus path.
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the first place, i.e. a clear engineering specification on the limits of the
autofocus system. Unfortunately, such a specification has been remarkably
difficult to find. The most useful information we could find was a very informative thread on understanding the Canon autofocus system on an online
digital photography forum. The relevant section is as follows:
If the camera places the actual focused plane within the depth
of focus range, the intended focused plane of the subject should
“look sharp” on a 6x9-inch print from a distance of 10 inches. In
“high precision mode” the intended plane of focus should “look
sharp” on about an 11x14-inch print at 10 inches (extrapolating
from the standard size given by Canon for normal mode).
Source: User RDKirk at
http://www.fredmiranda.com/forum/topic2/241524
This specification has been widely repeated elsewhere, but appears not to
come directly from any official source, and we were unable to find anything
more authoritative24 . In any case, based on this standard, it was clear that
our average results were autofocusing well within their design specification.
That is, it is only telling us that the autofocus system was not malfunctioning. We were simply getting some results where the camera was behaving
beyond its specifications. It still remained to be seen whether it could be
encouraged to consistently exceed its specifications, or whether it was more
a matter of luck.
Since most autofocus systems depend critically on detecting contrast,
our first line of investigation was to modify the lighting in order to improve
contrast. With the aid of a light meter, we made several lighting adjustments, the most important of which was to add considerably more direct
lighting. This had the added benefit of causing the cameras to shoot with
a smaller aperture, increasing the typical depth of field, making sharpness
a bit less dependent on the perfection of the autofocus. As mentioned in
subsection 2.1, the lighting change also exacerbated a tendency for the autoexposure system to overexpose, so we decided to use the exposure compensation setting to force the cameras to choose exposure settings that matched
24

The closest we could find was an article on the on the European Canon Professional
support site, specifically http://www.cps.canon-europa.com/kb/detail.jsp?faqId=1110,
which mentions the standard based on a 6x9 inch print, but not the 11x14 print standard specified for “high precision mode”. The extrapolation mentioned by the author of
the fredmiranda.com article is probably based on the statement that the higher precision
is “up to three times better” in conjunction with the ratio of the diagonals of the two
print sizes.
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the recommendation of our light meter better. These changes did appear
to improve autofocus accuracy quite a bit, so we decided that it was worth
making the change even though it effectively divided our data set into two
distinct sets, before and after the change25 .
Once we had made this change, we began rejecting and re-taking a picture burst where the focus was not as sharp as it could be, subject to our
time constraints. To be precise, we rejected a burst in pose A if images
from any of the three cameras was not sharp at full frame. In poses B and
C, we accepted a burst if only the frontal view (camera2 for pose B and
camera3 for C) was not sharp since this perspective is redundant with the
center camera in pose A. In all frontal views, we accepted images where the
facial area was clear, but the back of the head, particularly the ears, was not.
In the side-view images (camera3 for pose B and camera2 for pose C), if
the ear was clear, but the far edge of the face was not, this was also judged
acceptable. In all cases, we used up all of the allotted time before giving up
on an optimal set of images across all cameras and poses. However, it was
very rare, in practice, to get optimal results on the first try, so this tended
to make the average session last longer, kept the pace fairly frantic, and was
generally more frustrating for operator and subject. We therefore continued
to study the problem further as time allowed.
We had observed that one of the cameras tended to have trouble more
often than the others, but swapping in another camera body appeared to
make no difference, so we did not suspect a malfunctioning body. We did,
however, discover on swapping the lenses around that the less accurate focus
appeared to follow one lens. Replacing that lens with a new one improved
autofocus performance dramatically: we were getting an accurate focus almost every time with the new lens. Replacing the remaining two lenses gave
us a similar improvement across all three cameras. This improvement, frustratingly, did not last the duration of the project: the new lenses eventually
started performing no better than the originals. Since we did not think
we had mistreated the lenses in any way, we needed a good explanation in
order to justify continuing to buy new lenses. Another part of the discussion thread we quoted earlier had an explanation (which we quote again,
verbatim, since we don’t think it can be stated more clearly):
25
In particular, subject 90 marks the dividing line between the two sets. This subject
actually has a special second session, all taken in pose A, taken under various lighting
conditions. Note that many earlier subject numbers had repeat sessions that occurred
after the lighting change. Which lighting condition was in effect with each session will be
clearly noted when the data is prepared for distribution.
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When you half-press the shutter release (or the * button, if
you’ve used the custom function to move focusing control there),
the activated AF sensor “looks” at the image projected by the
lens from two different directions (each line of pixels in the array
looks from the opposite direction of the other) and identifies the
phase difference of the light from each direction. In one “look,”
it calculates the distance and direction the lens must be moved
to cancel the phase differences. It then commands the lens to
move the appropriate distance and direction and stops. It does
not “hunt” for a best focus, nor does it take a second look after
the lens has moved (it is an “open loop” system).
If the starting point is so far out of focus that the sensor
can’t identify a phase difference, the camera racks the lens once
forward and once backward to find a detectable difference. If it
can’t find a detectable difference during that motion, it stops.
Although the camera does not take a “second look” to see
if the intended focus has been achieved, the lens does take a
“second look” to ensure it has moved the direction and distance
commanded by the camera (it is a “closed loop” system). This
second look corrects for any slippage or backlash in the lens
mechanism, and can often be detected as a small “correction”
movement at the end of the longer initial movements.
Source: User RDKirk at
http://www.fredmiranda.com/forum/topic2/241524
We had observed the lens focus motors sometimes moving rapidly across
a small range, seemingly hunting for a good focus. We had assumed that
this was done under the control of the autofocus system, perhaps in response to ambiguous contrast information, but according to our source, this
behavior is controlled entirely within the lens26 . Assuming this information
is correct, then our degradation in autofocus performance is likely caused
by mechanical wear-and-tear within the lens, which is very plausible in a
gear system that appears to be fabricated in nylon. The gear system simply
meshes better in a new lens than in one that has seen the heavy use required
by our project27 .
26

Again, we are aware of no Canon source that explains how the autofocus system is
supposed to work, and the source we are quoting is one of many third-party sources that
describe the lens-camera interaction as stated in the material we have quoted.
27
We should mention here that we don’t think that there is really anything wrong with
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We therefore elected to continue replacing the lenses as necessary to
complete our primary data collection work. If we elect to expand this data
set in the future, we will investigate whether lenses are available that are
constructed with more durable materials, or we may look for new cameras
that can be synchronized in a manual focus mode.
4.2.3

Control Box Malfunctions

After six months of flawless operation, nearing the end of the capture phase
of the project, the camera control box started to malfunction. Specifically,
the still cameras started shooting without the operator pressing the shutter
release button. This started happening quite suddenly, and very frequently:
dozens of times over the course of an hour, making successful completion of
a subject session difficult if not impossible.
With the aid of an oscilloscope, we discovered that these misfires coincided with a very short (about 500ns) burst of sinusoidal noise in a high
frequency band (centered around 50 MHz) appearing on the ground bus.
Sources internal to the box, coming from the various control lines, or from
the power supply were quickly eliminated, so we concluded that the unwanted AC voltage must be induced by an external source. Adding additional filter capacitance throughout the circuit greatly reduced the frequency
of the problem, allowing us to quickly resume production work, and building
a well-grounded external shield around the control box eliminated it almost
entirely.
Although we had an effective work-around, we would still have a misfire
once or twice a day, and not having identified the source was, to say the
least, intellectually unsatisfying. After a few weeks of working around the
problem, we began to notice a much greater incidence shocks from electrostatic discharges into the aluminum support structure of the camera rig,
and further noticed a near exact correlation between these discharges and
the camera misfires. Even discharges barely large enough to be perceptible
seemed to trigger the problem, especially with our RF shield temporarily
removed. Perhaps these discharges had always caused the problem, and the
earlier discharges were not powerful enough to be so noticeable, making the
relationship less obvious? A little research into the emitted spectrum distriour “used-up” lenses. They continue to function well within Canon’s specifications, and
indeed any photographer doing normal portraiture with these worn lenses would not be
unhappy with the results. Most photographers needing the level of fine detail that we
were striving for would simply manually adjust the focus, which as we explained earlier,
was not a possibility for us.
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bution of an electrostatic discharge [5, 6] indicated we indeed had a probable
cause, and simply modifying our behavior to be more careful about discharging built-up static made this problem vanish28 .

4.3

Next Steps

The next major step in the MASKS project is what underlies our motivation for creating this set of facial images in the manner that we have done
it. At least one frontal image of each subject will be hand-annotated for
location and shape of all visible facial features. This image segmentation
will be done using a tool developed specifically for this task, and is expected
to be begin production soon after the publication date of this technical report. This work is intended to serve as the foundation for a gold-standard
for facial segmentation, which we hope will lead to a leap in understanding what factors contribute to the uniqueness of each human face. This
resource will certainly be of great interest to researchers in automatic face
recognition, but may also be useful in other disciplines, for instance in the
study of facial reconstruction, whether for surgical or forensic applications.
Cognitive science researchers may also be interested in our report of how
the annotation process works, and how well our annotators completed their
task, in furthering the understanding of human faculties for face recognition
and interpretation.
In order to aid our own use of the data, we are also likely produce various
other bits of metadata in addition to the exposure and timing information
described earlier in this report. For example, we are likely to devise a quality
scale to aid sorting the images according to the variation in focus quality
that exists in the data set. We also intend to more clearly mark whether
a given session occurred before or after our major change in lighting and
exposure level. Any metadata of this nature that we believe might be useful
to others will be made available with the image set.
Once the MASKS data is ready for distribution, a less lengthly companion technical report will be made available. This second report will delve
into the necessary pragmatic information needed to enable efficient use of our
collection and annotation efforts. This will include such important details
as file format specifications, naming conventions, and the like.

28
What about the sudden onset of the problem? The problem coincided with a stretch
of cold weather in Philadelphia, and the operator had started wearing heavier clothing,
notably wool socks and thicker-soled shoes! This change in costume predictably leads to
a lot more static shocks.
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